
SucceSSfully 
Specify, develop & teSt 

systems with 
embedded software



we support you with the selection, introduction and application 
of adequate tools, processes and methods for your engineering 
projects. sodiuswillert has specialized on developing high-
performance add-ons for market-leading systems and software 
engineering tools.

We help you get your products to market faster 
and with higher quality by integrating development 
tools, increasing team productivity and fostering 
team collaboration.

engineering 
for complex systems 

What do you 
do to control the 
complexity of 
your projects?

• willert software tools Gmbh
• sodius sas
• sodius corp
• 321 Gang incgroup



Where to begin?  
many engineering companies have a very clear vision of a 
state or capabilities they want to have implemented at the end 
of a change initiative. however, in most cases, the biggest  
risk is not the lack of clarity about the goal. often, the issue  
is precisely analyzing the current situation in all dimensions:  
process, methods, tools, people. a lack of clarity about the 
current situation entails major risks for planning and for taking 
the path towards the goal.

understand the current situation!  
it often helps to first look at the current project situation and how 
work is being done in reality. if possible, remain open to results, 
even for any unexpected findings. you certainly know exactly 
which tools are used at which points. Nevertheless, deviations 
from the original planning may occur over time, and there  
are certainly good reasons for that. from your findings, you  
can derive conclusions regarding current bottlenecks and gain  
valuable insights for your further planning. 
the goal is to get to a realistic picture of the initial situation.  
this will also help you to prioritize, enabling you to take well-
founded decisions about which points you want to tackle and  
in what order.

A successful development project 
is based on these pillars:

craftmanship  relevant experience, knowledge and skills 
 of the experts involved  
processes  defined and practiced processes, 
 communication and interaction within 
 the team and with all stakeholders

Methods development methods and best practices

tools  tools that facilitate the work of experts 
 and support the adoption of engineering  
 methods

people  sufficient manpower for the implementation 
 of the project

the maturity level of a project environment is determined by the 
weakest element. if any of the resources is insufficiently sized, 
this deficit cannot be compensated by reinforcing another 
resource. an poorly defined or not practiced process cannot 
be compensated by, for example, more tools.

Products of SodiusWillert customers

| eNGiNeeriNG for complex systems
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the v-model:

v A
| V-model aNd the aGile approach

the Agile Approach:

V-model-based processes have proven to be useful for the 
development of products for regulated markets when a solid 
foundation is needed for developing numerous mandatory fea-
tures and creating supporting documentation. V-model benefits 
typically include continuous traceability, complete test coverage, 
complete documentation, etc.

a certain “sluggishness” is often perceived as a disadvantage 
of this approach, since there is usually a considerable delay 
between the occurrence of an undesirable event such as a 
defect or a change in market requirements and the correspon-
ding response. in contrast, agile workflows offer the advantage 
of flexibility and rapid responsiveness, as a correction can be 
made within days or in the next sprint. errors are eliminated 
more quickly because “thinking through“ the faulty module is 
much faster if the work on this module was done just recently. 

a synthesis of both approaches resolves this conflict. we  
practice this successfully in our own labs. within a sprint, all 
work steps of the V-model are executed as a kind of nano-cycle 
for a change request. errors are discovered shortly after imple-
mentation, when elimination can be done quickly. at the same 
time, we can use the advantages of the V-model with regard 
to documentation and traceability and thus successfully com-
plete certifications and audits. a comparable approach is also 
already practiced today in many V-model based projects when 
changes are required shortly before release or delivery.

the choice between the two approaches is not 
exclusive either/or. it is your decision how agile 
you want to be and we support you to practically 
implement the synthesis for your projects.       
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Prioritization based on differentiated weighting 
enables the balancing of conflicting goals. 

such as maximum achievable freedom from defects vs. shortest 
possible project duration. obviously, you can’t have both in 
the same project. more time for Qa measures extends time to 
market, and saving on Qa measures leads to more undetected 
defects. 
 
typical conflicting goals:

One approach to finding a healthy balance 
in the example scenario above: 

it can be helpful to define an acceptable level of quality that 
should be achieved at the time of delivery. start Qa measures 
early and continue them concurrently with design and develop-
ment. create the basis for a close integration of the parallel 
activities between Qa and development through suitable tools, 
integrations and processes.

plan your path with sensitivity.

disruptive changes to the engineering environment and  
established processes and methods entail high risks. projects 
could be delayed or even fail, and team members may not be  
prepared to embrace the change. it may sound somewhat 
paradoxical, but one goal of any change process is to leave 
as much as possible unchanged. an improvement should be 
achieved with as little change as possible and, above all, 
without negative effects in other areas. we help you to achieve 
this by applying our diverse engineering experience gained 
over decades.

it is unlikely that a „one size fits all“ approach can improve 
the individual situation in your environment, even if that sounds 
tempting and simple at first glance. improving the complex mesh 
of tools, processes and individual skills of experts requires a 
specific and customized approach.

we support and accompany you with workshops, training or 
coaching sessions, aligned to your demand. together with you 
we’ll determine type, scope, and timing to meet your specific 
needs during the change project.

| takiNG tarGeted measUres 

you know where you are at.
you know your priorities.
you know where you want to go.
 

Better quAlity low cost 
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decisiVeNess pArticipAtion
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rest assured

• that we have chosen together with you the  
 solution that responds to your needs and expectations.

• that we have established together with you the  
 procedures and processes that you need for successful 
 projects. 

• that we have equipped your team with all the 
 necessary skills to work productively and efficiently.

• that you are provided with a fully functional 
 solution after deployment. 

we only suggest tools and methods that we have 
thoroughly evaluated ourselves or successfully use 
in our own labs.

| all from a siNGle soUrce

Products of SodiusWillert customers

holistic engineering:
holistic change demands holistic expertise.

for 30 years we have been supporting our customers in  
applying of engineering technologies for development of  
complex systems and software with a focus on embedded 
systems, including safety-critical applications. we know that 
complex systems can be developed efficiently without com-
promising quality if the context of tools, methods, processes  
and know-how is aligned.

No matter to what extent you are planning changes, we will 
work with you to ensure that new elements are seamlessly  
integrated into your environment. we will be happy to assist 
you along the entire journey.

floW



port  folio 

We have acquired our many years of expertise 
in numerous successful customer projects. for 
decades, we have been supporting our customers 
in the development of embedded and real-time 
systems, including safety-critical applications, 
with adequate technologies.

Most of our customers are from the automotive, 
aerospace, defense, medical and railroad 
engineering sectors.

our portfolio at a glance:

| reQUiremeNts | projects | expertise 

we can assist 
you at every step 
of your journey:

doing so, you‘ll 
establish a solid foun-
dation that helps you 
master the complexity 

of your demanding 
engineering projects.

integration 
& Workflow

 _  management of  
 versions, variants &   
 configurations
_ task management
_ collaborative reviews
_ oslc connectivity
_ agile
_ scrum
_ V-model

requirements 
engineering
  
_ Visibility 
_ collaboration 
_ traceability 
_ scaleability
_ Granularity

Standards

_ aUtosar 
_ aspice 
_ iso 26262 
_ iec 61508
_ do 178b
_ diN eN 50155/
 iec 60571 

embedded 
Systems Modeling
 
_ Uml/sysml modeling
_ development 
 environment 
_ simulation & 
 debugging 
_ code Generation 
_ keil/arm tools

consulting 
& training

_ scheduled trainings 
_ methods & processes 
_ coaching
_ workshops

quality 
Assurance
 
_ test management 
_ defect management 
_ test execution 

Analysis of the initial status, 
including joint workshops 
if necessary

consulting regarding the 
selection of processes and 
methods

Advice on the selection 
of appropriate tools

evaluation of suitable tools

Sale and delivery of the tools

Configuration and commissioning

Specific adjustments, if needed

integration into the target  
environment

establishing processes 
and methods with the tools

Coaching and training of staff

ongoing service and support 
after commissioning



engineering 
for complex systems  

Get in touch 
with us when it 
comes to complex 
projects!

requirements Management/traceability
establish an efficient requirements management process 
for uninterrupted traceability, increased quality and 
reduced costs.

Model complex Systems
reduce error rates and project runtimes thanks to clear 
graphical representation of functions, actors, interfaces, 
architectures, and more...

engineering tools integration
Unlock development data from the silos of expert tools 
and create cross-tool transparency, more efficient.

Safety and Certifications
reduce the extra work required for regulatory compliance and 
certification to iec 61508, iso 26262, do 178b, dodaf 
and other standards.workflows, and shorter project timelines.

AutoSAr and ASpice
develop aUtosar compatible software components and 
improve your chance of success for the next aspice audit.

testing and quality Assurance
integrate quality assurance into your design and development 
process for close integration of quality assurance measures 
with product creation.

| some selected solUtioNs
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Willert SoftWAre toolS gmbh
hannoversche str. 21, 31675 bückeburg

t +49 5722 9678 60
f +49 5722 9678 80 
info@sodiuswillert.com 
www.sodiuswillert.com

willert software tools Gmbh
is part of the sodiuswillert Group


